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Case Study 
The Wynn Cotai Hotel & Casino 
Macau, China 

Facility Description 

The Wynn Cotai Hotel & Casino’s three-phase, four-wire 
distribution systems are supplied by 13,800:415/240V 
power transformers. All three-phase loads are rated 415V 
while all single-phase loads are rated 240V. 

Challenge 

The vast majority of loads in this modern hotel / casino are 
nonlinear. These electronic loads produce high levels of 
positive- and negative-sequence harmonic currents. The 
single-phase loads, connected phase-to-neutral, also 
produce very high levels of zero-sequence harmonic 
current. 

Unlike the dual low-voltage distribution systems in North 
America, which distribute power at both 480/277V and 
208/120V, low voltage distribution systems in Asia are 
415/240V. Without low-voltage distribution transformers 
located closer to the loads, these distribution system 
circuits are much longer than those typically found in North 
America. As a result, their higher circuit impedances 
substantially increase voltage distortion and neutral-to-
ground voltages at the loads. 

Solution 

To mitigate these power quality problems, reduce the 
associated ‘penalty losses’ and improve system and load 
efficiencies, PQI provided UL listed, directional zero-
sequence harmonic series filters (Figure 1), zero-sequence 
harmonic shunt filters (Figure 2) and medium voltage, cast-
coil, harmonic mitigating power transformers (Figure 3). 

The power transformers and directional filters were used to 
convert the six-pulse nonlinear loads to twelve-pulse at 
415/240V levels with eighteen- or twenty-four-pulse 
outcomes at the 13.8kV busses. The shunt filters were 
used to shunt zero-sequence harmonic currents close to 
the loads. These filters significantly reduced the neutral-to-
ground voltages at the loads. 

One of the 750kVA Phase-Shifting, Series-Directional 
Zero-Sequence Harmonic Filters, with meters showing the 
load and line side harmonic current outcomes, is shown in 
Figure 1. The 3rd and 9th zero-sequence harmonic currents 
were reduced respectively by 98% and 82%, while the 5th 
negative-sequence and 7th positive-sequence harmonic 
currents were reduced by 64% and 50%. 
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       Line Side           Phase-Shifting, Series-Directional 
             Zero-Sequence Harmonic Filter 

Figure 1. 

Please note that the % Full Scale on the Load Side meter 
is 20%, while the Full Scale on the Line Side meter is only 
10%.
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Zero-Sequence Harmonic Shunt Filters 
Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Medium Voltage, UL Listed Cast-Coil, 

Harmonic Mitigating Power Transformers 

Figure 3 

PQI is presently the only manufacturer of UL Listed Cast-
Coil, Harmonic Mitigating Power Transformers. These 
unique ultra-efficient medium voltage transformers are 
available with voltage ratings up to 34.5kV, 150kV BIL.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
With the 13.8kV and 415/240V systems energized and in 
service, Jeff Turner, our VP-Engineering, spent two weeks 
at site confirming the anticipated harmonic mitigation 
outcomes. Jeff is pictured here with two other members of 
the Wynn commissioning team.  

The MGM Hotel & Casino, Cotai, China 

In 2016, PQI also completed a project for MGM Resorts in 
Cotai, China. The anticipated power quality problems and 
solutions were similar to those provided for the Wynn, 
Cotai project. 

Macau and Cotai have become China’s ‘Las Vegas’ on 
steroids. PQI has been providing engineering services and 
power quality solutions in Macau and Cotai since 2010.  
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